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INTRODUCTION
Lord Kelvin once said, "When you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but
when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre
and unsatisfactory kind . . ." (Thompson, 1889, p. 73). This article
reviews four measures that relate significantly to current concern with
information systems and their users. Two of these four measures have
been discussed by Hal Becker (1986) in a delightful article concerning
the world's growing capacity to store and transmit data.
In 490 B.C., the fastest way to send a message was through a human
messenger running as fast and as far as he could. Often, he dropped
dead upon completing the task (or was killed if the content of the
message was displeasing). The data rate for that "system" was well
under one word per minute (probably closer to 1/1 00th of a word per
minute depending upon message length). Despite experiments with
semaphore towers, carrier pigeons, and horseback riders, no really
universal breakthrough came until the invention of telegraphy in the
1840s. With this technology, transmission rates achieved a level of about
fifty words per minute. At present, we have reached transfer rates of
one billion words per minute, and by the mid-1990s, the figure will
exceed 100 trillion words per minute.
Storage capacity has made similar startling advances. In 4000 B.C.,
characters were stored on clay tablets at about one per cubic inch.
Papyrus scrolls in intervening years improved the situation somewhat,
but not until 1450 A.D. and the advent of the printing press using
movable type did mass storage in the form of books jump to 500
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characters per cubic inch. With high density electronic, magnetic, or
optical technology this figure has been pushed to astounding levels, and
by 2000 A.D. the capacity to store 125 billion characters per cubic inch
will be realized.
Two other measures exist that are important to systems designers.
Each has presented a significant barrier to effective information handling.
One has only recently been resolved; the other remains a challenge
today. Computation rates have been measured in instructions per second
for some time. And for some time (since 5000 or 500 B.C. authorities
differ on its age), a single device held the world's speed record for
computation when in the hands of an expert. The device was the abacus,
and the rate was literally a handful of computations or instructions per
second (probably two to four). It was not until the development of the
electronic computer in the mid- 1940s that this figure increased signif-
icantly. Then the rate of growth became phenomenal. In a few decades,
the figure rose to one million, then ten-fifty million, and well beyond
1 00 million instructions per second (perhaps exceeding a trillion) is not
unexpected with new computer architectures.
The final measure is that of human symbol processing capability.
Around 4000-3500 B. C., when the first written language emerged,
humans were capable of processing about 300 words or symbols per
minute. At present, we are still capable of processing about 300 words
per minute. Even with speed reading and listening devices and tech-
niques, there are no order of magnitude changes in this figure as have
been seen in the previous measures for transmission, storage and
processing. The limit here is symbolic of an even greater barrier: our
limited ability to make sense out of all the information being stored,
processed, and transmitted. This last barrier is too often ignored in the
design of information systems. Yet it is the most significant, for while
costs of all the other components are dropping and capacities are
increasing, this most vital component (the user) has a completely different
set of characteristics. In general, if generalizations can be made con-
cerning information systems users, they are becoming more expensive
and less sophisticated. Therefore, any measure of system performance
that does not include the user is ignoring the most crucial component.
Systems analysts like to draw boundaries around their world and
measure within those boundaries, forgetting that the user must be inside
those boundaries. But storage and retrieval are the least crucial of an
information system's functions particularly if what is being stored and
retrieved is a brief surrogate of the information ultimately required.
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BASIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Harry Goodwin (1959) of Battelle Memorial Institute published a
checklist for the "ideal information service." The list is as follows
(slightly paraphrased):
to get information desired,
at time it is desired (not before or after),
in briefest form,
in order of importance,
with auxiliary information,
and indications of
reliability,
and authority of information (source),
to exert minimum effort,
to be screened from undesired or untimely information, and
to know negative results are reliable.
Although theoretically sound, experience has shown that such systems
are not only difficult to implement but also extremely expensive.
When the U. S. Government decided to halt funding for information
analysis centers in the 1970s and invest heavily in online systems instead,
that decision put a burden on the computer that it was not yet ready
to face. Much of the human intervention that would deliver the "ideal"
system requirements was lost. The decision was clearly driven by
economics. Labor costs were rising and the return-on-investment of the
labor-intensive approach was not explicitly denned. This anecdote is
not an argument to turn away from online systems, but to learn from
the past.
Goodwin's article dismissed retrieval as a relatively small issue when
compared to collection and dissemination of information. These are
still crucial areas. Identifying potentially relevant information via an
online search of a bibliographic database is important, but obtaining
the truly relevant information contained in the source document is
critical. That was recognized in 1959 and is recognized today (Penniman,
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1987). Yet, full text delivery electronically for most documents is still
not a
reality.
Not only do computerized information systems ignore the most
important system component, but they also address only a small piece
of the overall problem.
Sherry Turkic (1984), author of a fascinating book on the next
generation of users, states:
When different people sit down at computers, even when they sit
down at the same computer to do the "same" job, their styles of
interacting with the machine are very different. . . . Some create
worlds that are highly predictable and use their experiences in them
to develop a sense of themselves as capable of exerting firm control.
Others have different needs, different desires, and create worlds
whose complexity is always on the verge of getting out of hand,
worlds where they can feel themselves to be wizards of brinkmanship,
(p. 15)
According to Webster, the term individual is applied to one "char-
acterized by independence of thought and action." Since it is reasonable
to assume that users of current information systems are, indeed, indi-
viduals in a literal sense, then a single model (mental or otherwise) of
the user is unlikely to be adequate for design purposes.
Some shibboleths regarding system design and mental models
include:
The user's conceptual model is an integral part of the interface
(McCann, 1983). (True, but so is the system designer's.)
The user interface should be built around a conceptual model
(McCann, 1983). (Yes, but whose should it be?)
Training and documentation should be keyed to development
of a conceptual model by the user (McCann, 1983). (And also of
the user!)
Visual language is quite efficient and universal but still shows
some ambiguity (Ichikawa, 1983). (And it is the ambiguity that
is the problem!)
The doubts raised are the author's and not those of the researchers
cited above, but others have raised similar doubts regarding a single
model for the user. One study indicated that different groups of users
should be trained with different models (Borgman, 1982). Another
indicated that explanation (in the context of building a model of the
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human explanation process) is a social process sensitive to context and
individual differences of the people involved. These "individuals" bring
particular assumptions and predispositions to the event which signifi-
cantly influence what actually occurs (Goguen, Weiner & Linde, 1983).
A very old piece of research (McGuire & Stanley, 1971) offers an
explanation for the vast differences that occur when individuals approach
an interactive terminal and try to understand the underlying concept
of the system while interacting with it. The findings are as follows:
When confronted with a problem, individuals draw on past
models. This is called model development.
New models are built from old models as well as observation.
These are called consolidation models.
Similar experiences among different individuals elicit different
models due to the consolidation process.
After
"understanding" (i.e., model formation) is achieved, dis-
confirmation is very difficult.
Well-developed models are not systematically checked once formed
by the user.
- Assumptions are made early and last long.
If McGuire and Stanley are correct, then system designers should be
extremely cautious regarding assumptions about the universality of their
command structures and user-friendly interfaces. Recent work indicates
that the universality of search vocabulary or keywords (even for the
most common of objects) is suspect as well (Furnas et al., 1987).
Today's Systems, Yesterday's Technology
Today's systems do not indicate that designers have learned from
the past. The last two decades have seen the failure of major systems
to reach their full (or even partial) potential. Videotext and interactive
cable television are two painful examples where millions of dollars were
invested and lost. CD-ROM is another potentially significant technology
for information delivery. But is it a generic solution or a niche solution?
Will it truly be a new papyrus (which, by the way, took a very long time
to be used extensively), or will it confound information seekers by its
lack of standard search techniques, user interfaces, and equipment? It
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is not at all uncommon to see multiple CD-ROM systems in a library
today each with a different user interface reflecting that database
provider's view of "user friendly."
One wonders what a system would be like that was designed not
to be
"friendly" but rather "informative" a system that provides
direction clearly and concisely, that may not be "forgiving" but lets one
know what it expects and offers correction when the right information
is not provided. The analogy to this approach is an Army drill sergeant
who is not friendly, but who teaches recruits very quickly what he wants.
The problems with CD-ROM (and its variations) and the multiplicity
of user presentations or interfaces now available have already been
referred to. While some internal standards exist, the user is still
confronted with multiple systems, equipment, and search approaches.
It would seem that this problem is perpetual.
There are major barriers to approval of the common command
language standard by the National Information Standards Organization
(NISO). In 1979, the author urged information professionals to promote
an interim set of guidelines for user interface design based on available
literature and pending the development of better guidelines as knowl-
edge increases (Penniman, 1979). This was based on the assumption
that interim guidelines are better than no guidelines at all. One effort
to develop such guidelines is a 500-page MITRE report (Smith & Mosier,
1986) produced for the Air Force.
The AT&T Bell Laboratories has chosen two alternative approaches
for direct access to their Library Network databases and services. The
first is interactive and provides both a novice and skilled user interface.
That service has grown from a few hundred users to over 5,000 in a
little over a year (Penniman & Hawkins, 1 988). Electronic mail is certainly
not pioneering technology. In the AT&T Library Network, however, it
has acquired a new meaning in the database and broader library service
arena. Individuals throughout AT&T can access internal databases
without ever learning a search command language or acquiring a logon
to a remote machine. By executing the "library" command on their
own machine, they are led through a series of steps that creates electronic
mail to one of the AT&T databases (Waldstein, 1986). The results are
returned to the user via electronic mail and no human interaction
occurs. This "batch-oriented" system serves a much larger audience
than can be supported simultaneously on the AT&T machine, and it
provides a wider range of services as well. The user can submit document
orders, reference questions, book or journal purchase requests and
photocopy orders and subscribe to current awareness services all via
the modified electronic mail interface. The
"library" command resides
on most UNIX system machines throughout AT&T and communicates
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customer requests to the appropriate Library Network node where, in
many cases, the message is processed without human intervention.
The Role of Behavioral Science
The user is the most expensive and least understood component
of present day information systems, as already stated. Mental models
can be useful (or misleading) in the design of information systems, as
previously stated as well. All of this leads up to a framework for systems
design that incorporates the following concepts:
Individuals should be viewed as just that, and their differences
taken into account in the design of systems.
Subgroups of the user population should be studied for their
similarities and their differences.
The similarities across the total user population should be
investigated.
Past approaches have ignored individuals and subpopulations by
continuing to focus attention on users as a homogenous popu-
lation.
Most retrieval software design has assumed one or at most two
(naive and experienced) user groups. Early software designs assumed
large user populations with no need for skilled search intermediaries.
Instead, a new profession arose because designers failed to recognize
the skills and experience necessary to use their systems in an efficient
manner.
The author has proposed a deceptively simple framework elsewhere
(Penniman, 1985) built on the assumption that users can be studied just
as other components of a system can and that performance measures
can be developed from empirical studies of what users do (as a repre-
sentation of what they think and what mental models are in play).
In various studies of user interaction conducted by the author,
including one for the National Library of Medicine (Penniman, 1981),
significant differences in the patterns of usage between groups of users
have been measured. Even for homogeneous groups, a wide diversity
of usage patterns emerged as more detail was added to the analysis. In
other words, there was a high degree of individuality in the interactions
observed, but such individuality was made up of short sequences of
relatively common activities within a subgroup. These short sequences
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of activity provided insight into both the similarities and differences of
user population subgroups and illustrated empirically how the users
were actually performing in a measurable sense. The framework further
leads to the following conclusions:
Unique behavior and individual differences define the outer
limits of the system and the degree to which it must adapt to a
variety of user characteristics.
Groupings of behaviors define shared models and will lead to
the design of tailored components and command structures.
Group behavior differences define the varieties of models that
will be necessary to adequately serve all users.
And, above all, the framework illustrates that one must not assume a
"universal" model of the user or system performance in its broadest
sense will certainly be less than optimum.
A Broader Perspective
Although the previous framework appears to be a broad perspective
of system design drawn from behavioral science, it is not a broad enough
view. In looking back at a paper on networked databases that the author
presented a decade ago, he was surprised to find that he was already
beginning to suspect the larger complexity of the issues confronted
regularly at present (Penniman, 1979). The author argued in favor of
system boundaries that recognized the viewpoint of the user not the
systems designer. He also argued that the "system" boundary should
encompass not only a search system and a document system, but also
an education system (for users, intermediaries, and designers), and the
bureaucratic and economic systems in which they reside. At the very
least, system providers must understand the total system, respond to
fundamental user requirements, use appropriate technology (not nec-
essarily the most advanced particularly when dealing with naive users),
and establish links with other system components such as document
production systems and document storage systems. Now more than ever,
establishing links with economic and bureaucratic systems is essential.
Other historical data is instructive. A study was conducted for the
National Science Foundation in which over 1 00 information innovations
that failed were evaluated (Sweezy & Hopper, 1975). The results were
startling: technology (or the lack thereof) accounted for just over one-
quarter of the failures. The rest were due to management, marketing,
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capitalization, and organizational issues. In other words, the "technical
system" isn't even half the battle.
CONCLUSION
It is appropriate to finish this article with a modern quote taken
from a book called The Ideology of the Information Age (Qvortrup, 1987):
People always dream about a better future, and our social system
encourages this imaginative dreaming. The information society is
one such social dream. Hence, technological creativity, as it expresses
itself in information technology, is just as much social creativity.
When discussing a possible better future, we must argue in social,
not primarily technological terms. To make that future a reality, we
have to act in social, not technological terms, (p. 1 34)
In other words, one can never forget the broader environment in which
one operates. System boundaries must be realistic enough to make
design practical and broad enough to make design realistic. That is the
challenge facing systems designers today.
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